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Abstract

Symmetries in vakonomic dynamics are discussed. Appropriate notions are introduced and their
relationship with previous work on symmetries of singular Lagrangian systems is shown. Some
Noether-type theorems are obtained. The results are applied to a class of general optimal control
problems and to kinematic locomotion systems. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The existence of symmetries for a dynamical system is of major theoretical and practical
importance. In fact, there are plenty of works devoted to develop methods and algorithms
to find symmetries for a given problem or to characterize the different types of symmetries
it can admit.

A paradigmatic example of the utility of symmetry properties is the Noether’s theorem
for Hamiltonian systems, which asserts that if one has a certain type of symmetry (called
Noether symmetry), then a conservation law for the equations of motion can be directly
obtained. The relevance of this result is obvious in the Marsden–Weinstein theorem via the
momentum map, where one can reduce the number of degrees of freedom of the system
even preserving the symplectic structure.
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In geometric mechanics, there has been a considerable effort on the description of the
symmetry properties of general Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems, even with nonholo-
nomic constraints. A classification of infinitesimal symmetries of a given dynamical system
was given in [30,31]. Making use of the constraint algorithm [13,14], one can extend many
of the results obtained for regular Lagrangian systems to singular Lagrangians [7,19].

In this paper, we focus our attention on symmetries in vakonomic dynamics. A vakonomic
system consists of a Lagrangian L : TQ → R on the tangent bundle of an n-dimensional
configuration manifoldQ and a (2n−m)-dimensional submanifold of constraintsM ⊆ TQ.
The point is to extremize the functional defined by the Lagrangian among all the curves
c(t) onQwhich satisfy the constraints, i.e. ċ(t) ∈ M . This constrained variational problem
is the natural setting of many optimization problems encountered in economics, control
theory, motion of microorganisms, etc. [16,33,34]. A thorough discussion of the relationship
between optimal control problems and constrained variational problems can be found in
[4]. We would like to stress that the relevant equations describing the dynamic behaviour of
systems subject to general constraints are obtained through Lagrange–d’Alembert principle,
which is not a truly variational principle. This gives rise to the so-called nonholonomic
mechanics, which has been a field of intensive research in the last years. We use the term
“vakonomic dynamics” to refer to the use of typical tools from geometric mechanics (such
as the ones described below) in the study of optimization problems subject to constraints,
which we feel can bring new insights to these problems [4].

There are several geometric descriptions of the vakonomic problem [6,8,12,20,23]. Some
of them are based on the fact that, under certain regularity conditions, the vakonomic
equations of motion can be obtained as the Euler–Lagrange equations for an extended
Lagrangian L : T (Q × Rm) → R, L = L + λαφα , where φα = 0, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, describe
locally the constraint submanifoldM and the λα are Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrangian
L is obviously singular and the vakonomic system can be studied as a presymplectic system.
This will be the point of view adopted in Section 2.

This approach will allow us to adapt the theory of symmetries developed in the general
presymplectic setting to vakonomic dynamics. This is done in the first part of the paper,
where the notions of vakonomic symmetry, vakonomic infinitesimal symmetry and vako-
nomic Noether symmetry are introduced (Section 3). These concepts are developed both
in the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian formalisms, where corresponding versions of the
Noether’s theorem are obtained (Sections 4 and 5). Section 6 is devoted to the case of a Lie
group acting by vakonomic symmetries on a vakonomic system.

The developments of the first part are exploited in the second one, where we have dealt
with some applications to control theory (Section 7). In particular, we have considered a gen-
eral optimal control problem consisting of a set of differential equations ẋi = f i(x(t), u(t)),
where xi are the states and ua the control variables, and a cost function L = L(x, u) which
must be extremized during the motion. In a geometrical setting, this problem is modelled on
an affine bundle C → B, where B is the manifold of states. Then, the controls ua are seen
as the fibres of the affine bundle. We can consider a vakonomic problem whose solutions
exactly correspond to the solutions of the general optimal control problem and we can make
use of the results obtained in the first part generalizing some of the results stated in [10].
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We have also treated another application: an optimal control problem for kinematic
locomotion systems [16,25,34]. Such systems (which include, among others, robotic devices
and microorganisms) are modelled on a principal G-bundle Q → B endowed with a
principal connection.Q is the space of configurations of the system, B the shape space and
G the (Lie group) manifold of all possible positions of the device in its environment. In this
case, the controls are precisely the shape velocities, which are the variables the device can
affect directly. There is also a cost function to minimize, generally associated to the energy
“expenditure” of the manoeuvres the device is making. This cost function is accordingly
defined on TB from a Riemannian metric onB. The problem is then the following: given two
points in Q, find the optimal controls u which steer the system from one point to the other
minimizing the cost function while satisfying the constraints provided by the horizontal
distribution of the connection. Again, this can be seen as a vakonomic system and we can
apply the results for symmetries. This leads us to obtain Wong’s equations [24] via a Poisson
reduction in a rather straightforward way.

Finally, we have included in Appendix A the basic definitions concerning lifts of vectors
and functions as well as symmetries of presymplectic systems.

2. Vakonomic dynamics

Unlike what happens in nonholonomic mechanics [27], in vakonomic mechanics the
equations of motion for systems in the presence of nonholonomic constraints are obtained
through the application of a variational principle.

The starting point is an n-dimensional configuration manifoldQ, a (2n−m)-dimensional
constraint submanifoldM of TQ, locally defined by the independent equations φα = 0, 1 ≤
α ≤ m, and a Lagrangian L : TQ → R. If (qA) are coordinates in Q with (qA, q̇A) the
induced coordinates in TQ, then we writeL = L(qA, q̇A). In general,M will be a subbundle
of TQ overQ. For example, in the following sections we will treat the case of a vector sub-
bundle of TQ, M ≡ D, defined by a distributionD onQ, or the case of an affine subbundle
M modelled on the vector subbundle D of TQ with an additional vector field γ on Q.

Now, according to the theory of the calculus of variations, we extremize the functional

J (c(t)) =
∫ 1

0
L(c(t), ċ(t)) dt

defined by L on the set of twice piecewise differentiable curves c(t) joining c(0) = q0 and
c(1) = q1, and satisfying the constraints ċ(t) ∈ Mc(t) ∀t .

We denote the space of such curves by C̃(q0, q1) and will assume that it is a non-empty
manifold. A curve in C̃(q0, q1), cs : (−ε, ε) ⊆ R→ C̃(q0, q1), is a function such that cs(t)
is a curve inQ joining q0 and q1 for all s. A curve cs will be a variation of c if c0(t) = c(t)∀t .
The tangent space of C̃(q0, q1) at c(t) consists of the infinitesimal variations of c, i.e. given
s �→ cs(t), c0 = c, then

X : [0, 1] → TQ, X(t) = d

ds

∣∣∣
s=0

cs(t)
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is an infinitesimal variation of c. We will assume that there are enough variations and
non-trivial infinitesimal variations for each c ∈ C̃(q0, q1) (see [1,26] for a discussion of the
contrary situation or abnormal case).

Now, we set up the equation

dJc(X) = 0 ∀X ∈ TcC̃(q0, q1),

and use the Lagrange multipliers theorem in an infinite-dimensional context to state (see
[1,2,22]) that c is an admissible motion if and only if there existm functionsλ1, . . . , λm, λα :
[0, 1] → R such that

d

dt

(
∂L

∂q̇A

)
− ∂L

∂qA
= −λα

(
d

dt

(
∂φα

∂q̇A

)
− ∂φα

∂qA

)
− dλα

dt

∂φα

∂q̇A
, 1 ≤ A ≤ n, (1)

and φα(qA, q̇A) = 0, 1 ≤ α ≤ m. From (1), we deduce that a curve c = (qA(t)) in
C̃2(q0, q1) is a solution of the vakonomic equations if and only if there exist local functions
λ1, . . . , λm onR such that c̄(t) = (qA(t), λα(t)) is an extremal for the extended Lagrangian

L : T (Q× Rm) → R, L = L+ λαφα,

i.e. it satisfies the Euler–Lagrange equations

d

dt

(
∂L

∂q̇A

)
− ∂L

∂qA
= 0, 1 ≤ A ≤ n,

d

dt

(
∂L

∂λ̇α

)
− ∂L

∂λα
≡ φα(q

A, q̇A) = 0, 1 ≤ α ≤ m

(see [1,22] for details).
From the extended Lagrangian L we can construct the system (TP, ωL, dEL), where

ωL = −dθL is the Poincaré–Cartan 2-form, θL = S∗(dL) the Poincaré–Cartan 1-form,
and S = (∂/∂q̇A)⊗ dqA + (∂/∂λ̇α)⊗ dλα the canonical almost tangent structure on TP.
EL = ∆L−L is the energy associated with L, which is defined using the Liouville vector
field∆ = q̇A(∂/∂q̇A)+ λ̇α(∂/∂λ̇α). We will assume that (TP, ωL, dEL) is presymplectic,
i.e. ωL has constant rank.

Within this geometrical framework, we can pose the equation

iΓ ωL = dEL, (2)

which codifies the vakonomic equations (1). In [23], this point of view for vakonomic
dynamics was developed for a natural Lagrangian L (Lagrangian equal to kinetic minus
potential energy) and linear constraints. Γ will be a second-order differential equation
(SODE) to be found on TP whose integral curves (qA(t), λα(t)) are the vakonomic solutions
(qA(t)) together with the corresponding Lagrange multipliers (λα(t)).

Eq. (2) will not have in general a global well-defined solution on TP. Applying the
Gotay–Nester algorithm [13,14] for presymplectic systems, we generate a sequence of
submanifolds as follows (this is valid for general presymplectic systems). First put P1 =
TP. Then, consider the set

P2 = {x ∈ P1|∃Zx ∈ TxP1 solution of(2)}.
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Assume that P2 is a submanifold of P1. It may happen that the obtained solutions are not
tangent to P1. Then, we restrict P2 to the submanifold

P3 = {x ∈ P2|∃Zx ∈ TxP2 solution of(iZωL = dEL)|P2}.

Proceeding further, we construct a sequence

· · · ↪→ Pk ↪→ · · · ↪→ P3 ↪→ P2 ↪→ P1.

Alternatively, the constraint submanifolds can be described by

Pk = {x ∈ P1|dEL(x)(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ TxP
⊥
k−1},

where

TxP
⊥
k−1 = {v ∈ TxP1|ωL(x)(u, v) = 0 ∀u ∈ TxPk−1}.

We say that P2 is the secondary constraint submanifold, P3 the tertiary constraint subman-
ifold, and so on.

In the most favourable case, the algorithm will stabilize at some step k and a final constraint
submanifold Pk = Pf will exist where there is a well-defined vector field Γ ∈ TPf such
that

(iΓ ωL = dEL)|Pf . (3)

This solution is not necessarily unique and we will usually have a set of solutionsXωL(Pf ),
where

XωL(Pf ) = {Γ̄ ∈ TPf |(iΓ̄ ωL = dEL)|Pf }.

See Appendix A for other notations and basic definitions that will be used along the paper.

Remark 1. In [8], an alternative geometric description of vakonomic dynamics in the
extended phase space T ∗Q ×Q M was described. This formulation was used to compare
the solutions of vakonomic dynamics with the solutions of nonholonomic mechanics for
nonholonomic Lagrangian systems.

3. Symmetries

In this section, we study the general symmetries of a vakonomic system (L,M) on TQ
and their relationship with the symmetries of L, an extended Lagrangian of the form L =
L+ λαφα , where {φα|1 ≤ α ≤ m} is a global basis of functions defining the submanifold
of constraints M .

We will consider that M is an affine subbundle of TQ modelled on the vector subbundle
D ⊆ TQ, dimM = dimD = 2n−m with an additional vector field γ : Q → TQ. We say
that a vectorXq is inMq if and only ifXq − γq ∈ Dq . In other words, if the annihilatorD0
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ofD is spanned by {ωα(q) = µα(q) dqA|1 ≤ α ≤ m} andωα(γq) = −hα(q), 1 ≤ α ≤ m,
then

Xq ∈ Mq ⇔ ωα(Xq − γq) = µαAX
A + hα = 0, 1 ≤ α ≤ m,

i.e. the constraint functions defining M are

φα(q, q̇) = µαA(q)q̇
A + hα(q), 1 ≤ α ≤ m.

In the sequel, π1 : Q×Rm → Q and π2 : Q×Rm → R
m will denote the projections onto

each factor of Q× Rm.

3.1. Vakonomic symmetries

Definition 2 (Arnold [1]). A vakonomic symmetry for (L,M) will be a diffeomorphism
s : Q → Q such that Ts leavesM andL|M invariant, i.e. Ts(M) = M and (L◦Ts)|M = L|M .

In this way, we assure that the constrained variational problem is preserved by s and so
will be its solutions.

The condition (L ◦ Ts)|M = L|M is equivalent to say that there exist m local functions
{λα0 : TQ → R|1 ≤ α ≤ m} such that L◦Ts−L = λα0φα , while the condition Ts(M) = M

means that the transformation {φα ◦ Ts = φ̄α|1 ≤ α ≤ m} gives rise to new independent
constraint functions defining M .

In fact, if D ⊆ TQ is the distribution modelling M , we have

1. Since γ ∈ M , then Tqs(γq) ∈ Ms(q), or equivalently, Tqs(γq)− γs(q) ∈ Dq .
2. LetXq be a vector inDq . Then,Xq+γq ∈ Mq and Ts(Xq)+Ts(γq) ∈ Ms(q). But again,

this means Ts(Xq)+ Ts(γq)− γs(q) ∈ Ds(q). By (1) we deduce that Ts(Xq) ∈ Ds(q).

That is, D is invariant by Ts and so is D0. Thus, a basis {ωα}mα=1 of D0 is transformed
into a new one T ∗s(ωα) = ω̄α . Then, there exists a non-singular matrix-valued function
on Q, Λβ

α(s) : Q → GL(m,R) such that ω̄α = Λ
β
α(s)ωβ . In other words, if φα =

µαAq̇
A + hα , φ̄α = µ̄αAq̇

A + h̄α , 1 ≤ α ≤ m, are local expressions for the constraint
functions corresponding to these basis, we get,

ω̄α(Y − γ ) = φ̄α(Y ), ω̄α(Y − γ ) = Λβ
α(s)ωβ(Y − γ ) = Λβ

α(s)φβ(Y )

for a given Y ∈ TQ, i.e. φ̄α = Λ
β
α(s)φβ , or equivalently, if Λ̄β

α(s) denotes the entries of the

inverse matrix of (Λβ
α(s)), we have Λ̄β

α(s)φ̄β = φα .
When L ◦ Ts = L, we can extend the diffeomorphism s to P = Q× Rm as

s̄ : P → P

(qA, λα) �→ (sA(q), Λ̄α
β(s)(q)λ

β)

so that T s̄ leaves L invariant. Indeed,

L ◦ T s̄ = L+ Λ̄α
βλ

βφ̄α = L+ λβφβ = L.
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This systematic procedure allows us to translate all the vakonomic symmetries s into sym-
metries s̄ of the singular LagrangianL and vice versa, we can recover them just by projecting
s̄ to Q.

3.2. Vakonomic infinitesimal symmetries

Definition 3. A vakonomic infinitesimal symmetry (from now on VIS) for (L,M) is a
vector field X on Q such that its complete lift Xc ∈ X(TQ) is tangent to M and satisfies
Xc(L)|M = Xc

|M(L|M) = 0.

In other words, X is a VIS if and only if its flow, {st : Q → Q}, consists of vakonomic
symmetries for (L,M).

For simplicity, we will consider those X such that Xc(L) = 0. Then, from a VIS X ∈
X(Q), one can obtain an infinitesimal symmetry ofL, X̄ ∈ X(P ). Indeed, sinceXc(L) = 0
and Xc(φα)|M = 0 ∀1 ≤ α ≤ m, the flow of X, {st } verifies for all −ε < t < ε,

L ◦ Tst = L, φα ◦ Tst = φ̄αt = Λα
β(t)φα.

We can then define the one-parameter group

s̄t : P → P

(q, λ) �→ (st (q),Λ
α
β(−t)(q)λβ)

and take the vector field whose flow is given by {s̄t } (its infinitesimal generator), X̄ ≡ X+YL,
where

YL =
(

d

dt |t=0
Λα
β(−t)(q)

)
λβ

∂

∂λα
.

Since L ◦ T s̄t = L for all −ε < t < ε, it is immediate that X̄c(L) = 0.
Conversely, given an infinitesimal symmetry of L, X̄ = XA(q)(∂/∂qA) + f αβ (q)λ

β

(∂/∂λα), we have

X̄c(L) = X̄c(L)+ λα(f βα φβ + X̄c(φα)) = 0.

Since this is valid for every λα , we obtain

X̄c(L) = 0, X̄c(φα) = −f βα φβ.
That is, X̄ projects onto a vector field on Q, X = XA(q)(∂/∂qA), which is a VIS for
(L,M). For this reason, we will focus our attention on infinitesimal symmetries of L given
by X̄ = X+ λβf αβ (q)(∂/∂λ

α), where (f αβ ) is a matrix-valued function onQ, (f αβ ) : Q →
gl(m,R). We will call to this type of symmetry a VIS for (L,M) on P .

Definition 4. A vakonomic Noether symmetry (VNS) for (L,M)will be a vector fieldX on
Q such that Xc

|M ∈ X(M) and Xc(L)|M = Fc|M for some associated function F : Q → R.

Observe that, although the flow of a Noether symmetry preserves M , it does not consist
of vakonomic symmetries in the sense of Definition 2. Its role will be explained in the next
section.
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In caseXc(L) = Fc on the whole of TQ, the above-defined extension X̄ = X+YL gives
rise to a Noether symmetry of L, i.e. X̄c(L) = π∗

1 (F
c) ≡ Fc.

Conversely, let X̄ = XA(q)(∂/∂qA)+ f αβ (q)λ
β(∂/∂λα) = X + f αβ (q)λ

β(∂/∂λα) be a
Noether symmetry for L, say,

X̄c(L) = X̄c(L)+ λα(f βα φβ + X̄c(φα)) = F̄ c (4)

for some F̄ : P → R. Since ∂F̄ /∂λα = ∂X̄c(L)/∂λ̇α = 0, equating λα = 0, we have

X̄c(L) = F̄ c,

and being (4) valid for all λα , we also have

X̄c(φα) = −f βα φβ.
Thus, F̄ must be the pullback of a function F : Q → R, and X̄ projects to X, a VNS for
(L,M) with associated function F . These type of symmetries X̄ will be referred as VNS
for (L,M) on P .

Example 5 (Closed von Neumann model). In economics, the variational calculus is an
indispensable tool when dealing with typical optimization problems. The following exam-
ple was taken from [8,32,33]. The n capital goods K1, . . . , Kn and the respective capital
formations K̇1, . . . , K̇n can be considered as coordinates (K1, . . . , Kn, K̇1, . . . , K̇n) in
TRn.

Given the Lagrangian L : TRn → R, L(K1, . . . , Kn, K̇1, . . . , K̇n) = K̇n and the
constraint function

φ(K1, . . . , Kn, K̇1, . . . , K̇n) = K
α1
1 K

α2
2 · · ·Kαn

n − [K̇2
1 + · · · + K̇2

n]1/2

with
∑n

i=1αi = 1, which defines the submanifoldM = {φ ≡ 0} of TRn, the von Neumann
problem consists of maximizing∫ T

0
K̇n dt subject toφ ≡ 0

for some T ≥ 0 and appropriate initial conditions.
Alternatively, we can formulate the von Neumann problem in terms of the extended

Lagrangian L(K1, . . . , Kn, λ, . . . , K̇n, λ̇) = K̇n + λφ.
Let X be a vector field on Rn, X = ∑n

j=1Xj(K1, . . . , Kn)∂/∂Kj . Then,

Xc(L) =
n∑
i=1

K̇i
∂Xn

∂Ki
= (Xn)

c,

Xc(φ) =
n∑
i=1


αiKα1

1 · · ·Kαi−1
i−1 XiK

αi−1
i K

αi+1
i+1 · · ·Kαn

n

−(K̇2
1 + · · · + K̇2

n)
−1/2

n∑
j=1

K̇iK̇j
∂Xi

∂Kj


 .
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If X = C
∑n

i=1Ki(∂/∂Ki), with C a non-zero constant, we have

Xc(φ) = C

(
n∑
i=1

αi

)
K
α1
1 · · ·Kαn

n − C(K̇2
1 + · · · + K̇2

n)
1/2 = Cφ,

or equivalently, Xc(φ)|M = 0. Thus, X = C
∑n

i=1Ki(∂/∂Ki) is a VNS for (L,M) with
associated function Xn = CKn. We have shown above that X gives rise to a Noether
symmetry X̄ of the extended Lagrangian L. In fact, we have

X̄ = C

(
n∑
i=1

Ki
∂

∂Ki
− λ

∂

∂λ

)
.

3.3. Symmetries given by the action of a Lie group

Finally, let Φ : G × Q → Q be a free and proper left action of a Lie group G on the
configuration space Q. Denote by Φg the diffeomorphism of Q, q �→ Φ(g, q) for each
g ∈ G. The group G will be a group of vakonomic symmetries for (L,M), if each Φg is a
vakonomic symmetry, i.e. if the lifted action TΦ : G× TQ → TQ satisfies L|M ◦ TΦg =
L|M and TΦg(M) = M ∀g ∈ G.

We can make use of the procedure described before to extend a symmetry from Q to
P = Q×Rm. Given a fixed Lagrangian, L = L+ λαφα , let us assume that L ◦ TΦg = L

for all g ∈ G. Then we define the new action

Ψ : G× P → P

(g, (q, λ)) �→ (Φg(q), Λ̄
α
β(g)(q)λ

β)

It is easy to check that this is indeed a free action and, when G is compact, one can assure
that it is also proper.

4. Constants of the motion

One is commonly interested in studying the symmetry properties of a dynamical problem
because this can yield, via e.g. a Noether’s theorem,e.g. information about conservation laws
or reduction of the number of degrees of freedom. In the following three sections we shall
explore this topic. Some of the work developed in [19] for symmetries of singular Lagrangian
systems will be helpful in the context we have exposed for vakonomic mechanics. We refer to
Appendix A for a review of several definitions of symmetries that will be used in the sequel.

Lemma 6. Let (N, ω, α) be a presymplectic system and φ : N → N a diffeomorphism
such that

φ∗ω = ω, φ∗α = α.

Consider · · ·Nk ↪→ · · · ↪→ N2 ↪→ N1 the sequence of constraint submanifolds obtained
applying the Gotay–Nester algorithm. Then, φ restricts to diffeomorphisms φk : Nk →
Nk ∀k.
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Proof. See [19]. �

Now, we are in a position to prove the following proposition.

Proposition 7 (Noether’s theorem). Assume that the sequence of submanifolds obtained
through the application of the Gotay–Nester algorithm stabilizes at some step kf ≡ f . Let
X̄ ∈ X(P ) be a VNS for (L,M) with associated function F : P → R. Then,

1. X̄c
|Pk ∈ X(Pk)∀1 ≤ k ≤ kf and X̄c

|Pf is a dynamical symmetry of XωL(Pf ).
2. (F v − iX̄c θL)|Pf : Pf → R is a constant of the motion for XωL(Pf ).

Proof. Let

X̄ = XA(q)
∂

∂qA
+ gαβ (q)λ

β ∂

∂λα
,

be the local expression of X̄. Since

X̄c(L) = XA ∂L

∂qA
+ λβgαβ

∂L

∂λα
+ q̇B

∂XA

∂qB

∂L

∂q̇A
= Fc,

and F is the pullback of a function on Q, then

X̄c(EL) = X̄c

(
∂L

∂q̇B
q̇B
)

− X̄c(L) = X̄c

(
∂L

∂q̇B

)
q̇B + ∂L

∂q̇B

∂XB

∂qC
q̇C − Fc

=
(
XA ∂2L

∂q̇B∂qA
+λβgαβ

∂2L

∂q̇B∂λα
+q̇C ∂X

A

∂qC

∂2L

∂q̇A∂q̇B
+ ∂L

∂q̇A

∂XA

∂qB

)
q̇B−Fc

= ∂

∂q̇B
(X̄c(L))q̇B − Fc = 0,

and similarly,

LX̄cθL = LX̄c

(
∂L

∂q̇B
dqB

)
= X̄c

(
∂L

∂q̇B

)
dqB + ∂L

∂q̇A

∂XA

∂qB
dqB

=
(

∂

∂q̇B
(X̄c(L))

)
dqB = dFv.

In particular, these computations imply

iX̄cωL = d(iX̄c θL)− LX̄cθL = d(iX̄c θL − Fv), (5)

and

LX̄cωL = iX̄c dωL + diX̄cωL = dd(iX̄c θL − Fv) = 0.

Therefore, the presymplectic structure of (P1, ωL, dEL) is invariant along the flow of X̄c,
{T s̄t : P1 → P1},

(T s̄t )
∗ωL = ωL, (T s̄t )

∗(EL) = EL.
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By Lemma 6, the flow {T s̄t } restricts to each Pk and X̄c
|Pk ∈ X(Pk)∀1 ≤ k ≤ kf . In

particular, [X̄c
|Pf , Γ ] ∈ X(Pf ) for every Γ ∈ XωL(Pf ), and

i[X̄c|Pf ,Γ ]ωL|Pf = LX̄c|Pf
(iΓ ωL)− iΓ (LX̄c|Pf

ωL) = 0.

Thus, X̄c
|Pf is a dynamical symmetry of XωL(Pf ) (see Appendix A).

To prove (2) take Γ ∈ XωL(Pf ). Using (5), we get

Γ (iX̄c θL − Fv)|Pf = d(iX̄c θL − Fv)|Pf (Γ ) = (iX̄cωL)|Pf (Γ )
= −(iΓ ωL)|Pf (X̄c) = −dEL(X̄c)|Pf = 0.

Therefore, (iX̄c θL − Fv)|Pf is constant along the integral curves of Γ ∈ XωL(Pf ). �

Example 8 (Closed von Neumann model, revisited). As a consequence of Proposition 7,
we are able to find a constant of the motion for the von Neumann problem in a systematic
way. We have that X̄ = C(

∑n
i=1Ki(∂/∂Ki) − λ(∂/∂λ)) is a VNS for (L,M) on Rn × R

with Noether function CKn. Consequently, we obtain the conservation law

(CKn)
v − iX̄c θL = (CKn)

v − iX̄c

(
∂L

∂K̇j
dKj

)
= C


Kn −Kn −

n∑
j=1

λKj
∂φ

∂K̇j




= Cλ√
K̇2

1 + · · · + K̇2
n


 n∑
j=1

KjK̇j




on the final submanifold of constraints.

5. Relationship with the Hamiltonian formulation and the SODE’s problem

If the extended Lagrangian L is almost regular, then the vakonomic problem admits an
equivalent formulation which is Hamiltonian. In this case, as the constraint functions are
linear or affine, it can be proven that L is almost regular if and only if L is almost regular
(see [23]).

Let FL : TP → T ∗P be the Legendre mapping of L. If (qA, λα, pA, pα) are local
coordinates in T ∗P , then the Legendre mapping is locally written as

FL(qA, λα, q̇A, λ̇α) =
(
qA, λα,

∂L

∂q̇A
,
∂L

∂λ̇α

)
=
(
qA, λα,

∂L

∂q̇A
, 0

)
.

We say thatL is almost regular ifM1 = FL(TP) is a submanifold ofT ∗P , j1 : M1 ↪→ T ∗P ,
and FL : TP → M1 is a submersion whose fibres are connected. When this holds true, it
can be assured that EL is constant along the fibres of FL and a Hamiltonian h1 : M1 → R

can be defined implicitly as h1 ◦ FL = EL. Taking ω1 = j∗
1 (ωP ) the pullback to M1 of
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the canonical symplectic form ωP of T ∗P , we obtain a presymplectic system (M1, ω1, h1).
The equations of motion are then

iΥ ω1 = dh1. (6)

To solve it we apply the Gotay–Nester algorithm and get the sequence of submanifolds

· · · ↪→ Mk ↪→ · · · ↪→ M3 ↪→ M2 ↪→ M1.

The Gotay–Nester equivalence theorem [14] relates this sequence with the former one
{Pk}k≥1 of (TP, ωL, EL). Denote by Pf ,Mf the final submanifolds of constraints (if they
exist). Then, the theorem asserts

1. FL|Pk ≡ FLk : Pk → Mk is a fibration and Mk is diffeomorphic to Pk/Ker(FLk)∀k.
2. If the sequence {Pk}k≥1 terminates at step kf so will {Mk}k≥1 and the solutions of

the systems are equivalent in the following sense. Given Γ ∈ XωL(Pf ) which is
FLf -projectable, then TFLf (Γ ) = Υ is a solution of

(iΥ ω1 = dh1)|Mf
. (7)

On the other hand, if Υ is a solution of (7) and Γ ∈ X(Pf ) projects by TFLf onto Υ ,
then Γ is a solution of (3).

Thus, solving (7) we will obtain a set Xω1(Mf ) of vector fields such that their integral
curves, (qA(t), λα(t), pA(t), 0), give the vakonomic solutions (qA(t), λα(t)).

Now, we study how the vakonomic symmetries can be seen as symmetries of (M1, ω1, h1).

Proposition 9 (Noether’s theorem). Let X̄ : P → TP a VNS for (L,M) with associated
function F : P → R. Then,

1. X̄c
|Pk is FLk-projectable onto X̄c∗

|Mk
+ ((∂F/∂qB)(∂/∂pB))|Mk

∈ X(Mk)∀k ≥ 1.

2. X̄c∗
|Mf

+ ((∂F/∂qB)(∂/∂pB))|Mf
is a Cartan symmetry for Xω1(Mf ) and ιX̄(θ)|Mf

−
Fv∗|Mf

is a constant of the motion.

Proof. We extend a result of [19] for infinitesimal symmetries. We consider here the more
general case of Noether symmetries.

It is easy to show that X̄ isFL1-projectable and TFL1(X̄
c) = Y ◦FL1 with Y ∈ X(M1).

Let us see what the expression for TFL1(X̄
c) is in local coordinates. On one hand, we have

X̄c(L) = XA(q)
∂L

∂qA
+ λβgαβ (q)

∂L

∂λα
+ q̇C

∂XA

∂qC

∂L

∂q̇A
= ∂F

∂qB
q̇B, (8)

while

TFL1(X̄
c) = XA ∂

∂qA
+ λβgαβ

∂

∂λα

+
(
XA ∂2L

∂qA∂q̇B
+ λβgαβ

∂2L

∂λα∂q̇B
+ q̇C

∂XA

∂qC

∂2L

∂q̇A∂q̇B

)
∂

∂pB
.
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Taking the derivative ∂/∂q̇B in (8), and substituting into the last expression we get

TFL1(X̄
c) = XA ∂

∂qA
+ λβgαβ

∂

∂λα
+
(
∂F

∂qB
− pA

∂XA

∂qB

)
∂

∂pB
,

which is just X̄c∗
|M1

+ ((∂F/∂qA)(∂/∂pA))|M1 . Now, it is clear that

TFLk(X̄
c
|Pk ) = X̄c∗

|Mk
+
(
∂F

∂qA

∂

∂pA

)
|Mk

= Y|Mk
with Y|Mk

∈ X(Mk)∀k ≥ 1.

Finally, (2) can be proven using similar arguments as in Proposition 7. Firstly, if Z is a
vector field onM1 andU a vector field on TP projecting onto it byFL, then for any z ∈ M1

and arbitrary x ∈ FL−1(z),

iTFL(X̄c)ω1(z)(Zz) = ω1(z)(TFL(X̄
c
x), TFL(Ux)) = (FL∗ω1)(x)(X̄

c
x, Ux)

= ωL(x)(X̄c
x, Ux) = d(iX̄c θL − Fv)(x)(Ux)

= d(FL∗(ιX̄(θ)− Fv∗))(Ux) = d(ιX̄(θ)− Fv∗)(TFL(Ux))
= d(ιX̄(θ)− Fv∗)(Zz).

Secondly, h1 is invariant by TFL(X̄c) due to

LTFL(X̄c)(h1) = LX̄cFL
∗(h1) = LX̄c(EL) = 0.

Therefore, (X̄c∗+(∂F/∂qA)(∂/∂pA))|Mf
is a Cartan symmetry forXω1(Mf )with ιX̄(θ)−

Fv∗ the associated constant of the motion. �

It is possible to find a submanifold S ⊆ Pf on which there exists a tangent solution
ΓL ∈ T S, satisfying the SODE condition [14]. Let Υ be a vector field on Mf satisfying
(7) and Γ ∈ X(Pf ) a vector field which projects onto Υ . Now define the mapping

σ : Mf → Pf

y �→ T τP (Γ (x))

where τP : TP → P is the canonical projection and FLf (x) = y. Observe that σ is well
defined as it does not depend on the choice of x ∈ FL−1

f (y), because Γ isFL-projectable.
In fact, σ is a section ofFLf , FLf ◦σ = id|Mf

and its image σ(Mf ) = S is a submanifold
of Pf . The vector field ΓL ◦ σ = T σ(Υ ) satisfies

(iΓLωL = dEL)|S ,

and the SODE condition, S(ΓL) = ∆.
Locally,

ΓL = q̇A
∂

∂qA
+ λ̇α

∂

∂λα
+ CA

∂

∂q̇A
+Dα ∂

∂λ̇α

for certain functions CA = CA(q, λ, q̇, λ̇) and Dα = Dα(q, λ, q̇, λ̇).
Notice that S and Mf are diffeomorphic by σ and FLf |S = σ−1 and that the dynamics

on them are equivalent. Then, we have a complete equivalence between symmetries and
constants of the motion on both the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian sides via σ andFLf |S .
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6. Constants of the motion given by the action of a Lie group

We particularize now the results given in Sections 4 and 5 to the case of a Lie group G
which acts on Q, Φ : G × Q → Q, freely and properly. We will make use of it in the
applications that follow.

As we have seen, ifΦ : G×Q → Q verifies L◦TΦg = L and TΦg(M) = M ∀g ∈ G,
then we can build an action on P , Ψ : G× P → P as Ψg(q, λ) = (Φg(q), Λ̄

α
β(g)(q)λ

β)

such that its complete lift to TP, Ψ T : G× TP → TP satisfies L ◦ Ψ T
g = L∀g ∈ G. This

implies that Ψ T restricts to well-defined actions Ψ T
|Pk ≡ Ψ T

k : G× Pk → Pk ∀k.
Let ξ be an element in g, the Lie algebra of G. Denote by ξP (respectively ξPk , ξQ) the

vector field generated by the flow Ψexp(tξ) (respectively (Ψ T
k )exp(tξ), Φexp(tξ)). Then, as a

consequence of Proposition 7 we have that ξP is a VIS for (L,M) on P , ξPf is a dynamical
symmetry for XωL(Pf ) and

Jf : Pf → g∗

x �→ Jf (x) : g → R

ξ �→ Jf (ξ)(x) = iξPf
θL(x)

is a momentum map for the presymplectic system (Pf , ωPf , dEL|Pf ). We will call it the
vakonomic momentum map [1,12]. Therefore, we have that Jf (ξ) : Pf → R, x �→
Jf (ξ)(x) = Jf (x)(ξ) is a constant of the motion.

If ξQ(q) = ξAQ(q)(∂/∂q
A) and ξP (q, λ) = ξAQ(q)(∂/∂q

A) + ξαβ (q)λ
β(∂/∂λα), then,

given x ∈ Pf , we have,

Jξ (x) = iξPk
θL(x) = ∂L

∂q̇A
(x)ξAQ(x) =

(
∂L

∂q̇A
+ λα

∂φα

∂q̇A

)
(x)ξAQ(x).

Using this momentum map, one can perform a presymplectic reduction as developed in
[11].

On the other hand, the action Ψ : G×P → P can be lifted to T ∗P , Ψ T ∗ : G×T ∗P →
T ∗P as follows. Let α(q,λ) be a 1-form in T ∗

(q,λ)P . Then Ψ T ∗
g (α(q,λ)) ∈ T ∗

Ψg(q,λ)
P will be

such that

Ψ T ∗
g (α(q,λ))(v) = α(q,λ)(Ψ

T
g−1(v))

for every v ∈ TΨg(q,λ)P . In coordinates Ψ T ∗
g reads as

Ψ T ∗
g (qA, λα, pA, pα)

=
(
ΦA
g (q),Λ

α
β(g)(q)λ

β, pB

∂ΦB
g−1

∂qA
+ pαλ

β
∂Λα

β(g
−1)

∂qA
, pβΛ

β
α(g

−1)(q)

)
.

This action restricts to M1 and it is the FL1-projection of Ψ T . To check this, observe that,
since L ◦ Ψ T = L ∀g ∈ G, after a straightforward computation, we have

∂L

∂q̇A
(x) = ∂L

∂q̇B
(Ψ T

g (x))
∂ΦB

g

∂qA
(x)
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for x ∈ P1. Then,

FL(x) = FL(qA, λα, q̇A, λ̇α) =
(
qA, λα,

∂L

∂q̇B
(Ψ T

g (x))
∂ΦB

g

∂qA
(x), 0

)
,

Ψ T ∗
g (FL(x)) =

(
ΦB
g (q),Λ

α
β(g)(q)λ

β,
∂L

∂q̇A
(Ψ T

g (x)), 0

)
.

But

FL(Ψ T
g (x)) =

(
ΦB
g (q),Λ

α
β(q)λ

α,
∂L

∂q̇A
(Ψ T

g (x)), 0

)
.

That is, Ψ T ∗
g (FL(x)) = FL(Ψ T

g (x)) ∈ M1 for all x ∈ P1, so for all g ∈ G the following
diagrams

are commutative. Therefore, the actions Ψ T
k and Ψ T ∗

k are equivalent for all k, through the
Legendre transformation.

If ξMk
denotes the vector field generated by (Ψ T ∗

k )exp(tξ), ξ ∈ g, then, by Proposition 9,
we have that FL∗(ξPk ) = ξMk

∀k and

J̃f : Mk → g∗

z �→ Jf (z) : g → R

ξ �→ J̃f (ξ)(z) = ιξP (z)

is a momentum map associated to Ψ T ∗
f such that FL∗J̃f = Jf , which gives the constants

of the motion J̃f (ξ) : Pf → R, z �→ J̃f (ξ)(z). Locally, J̃f simply reads as J̃f (ξ)(z) =
pA(z)ξ

A
Q(z).

7. Applications to control theory

In this section, we describe optimal control problems in terms of vakonomic mechanics
and apply the theory of symmetries developed in the preceding sections.

7.1. General optimal control problems

A general optimal control problem consists of a set of differential equations

ẋi = f i(x(t), u(t)), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (9)

where xi denote the states and u the control variables, and a cost function L(x, u). Given
initial and final states x0, xf , the objective is to find a C2-piecewise smooth curve c(t) =
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(x(t), u(t)) such that x(t0) = x0, x(tf ) = xf , satisfying the control equations (9) and
minimizing the functional

J (c) =
∫ tf

t0

L(x(t), u(t)) dt.

In a global description, one assumes an affine bundle structure π : N → B, where B is the
configuration manifold with local coordinates xi and N the bundle of controls, with local
coordinates (xi, ua).

The ordinary differential equations (9) on B depending on the parameters u can be seen
as a vector field Γ along the projection map π , i.e. Γ is a smooth map Γ : N → TB such
that the diagram

is commutative. This vector field is locally written as Γ = f i(x, u)(∂/∂xi).
In the following, similarly to [15], we show how this kind of problems admit a formulation

in terms of vakonomic dynamics. Consider the cost function L : N → R and its pullback
τ ∗
NL to TN. Let us define the set

M = {v ∈ TN|π∗(v) = Γ (τN(v))},
and assume that it is a submanifold of TN. Locally, this submanifold is defined by the
conditions ẋi = f i(x, u), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which are just the differential equations (9). Then, to
solve the vakonomic problem with Lagrangian τ ∗

NL : TN → R and constraint submanifold
M ⊂ TN is equivalent to solve the original general optimal control problem. Moreover, one
can make use of the already developed theory of the dynamics of vakonomic systems in the
singular Lagrangian framework and of the different types of symmetries associated to such
systems, to analyse general control problems.

Remark 10. An alternative way of rephrasing the general optimal control problem in
terms of a constrained variational problem is considered in [3,4]. Assuming that Eq. (9)
determines u as a function of (x, ẋ), one can pose the vakonomic problem with Lagrangian
L = L(x, u(x, ẋ)) and constraints ẋ − f (x, u(x, ẋ)) on TB. In particular, it can be shown
that the condition found in [3] to be able to generalize the Legendre transformation arises
naturally in the vakonomic setting as the compatibility condition between the Lagrangian
and the constraints [8,23], provided L is regular.

If one performs the Gotay–Nester algorithm with the extended Lagrangian L = L +
λi(ẋ

i−f i(x, u)), one finds that the second constraint submanifold P2 is the final constraint
manifold if and only if the matrix

Wab = ∂2L

∂ua∂ub
− λi

∂2f i

∂ua∂ub
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is invertible, which is exactly the characterization found in [10] for the so-called regular
optimal control problem.

On the other hand, one can easily state a version of the Noether’s theorem for general
optimal control problems.

Proposition 11 (Noether’s theorem). Consider a regular optimal control problem. Let
X ∈ X(N) be a vakonomic Noether symmetry (VNS) for (τ ∗

NL,M)with associated function
F : N → R. Then Fv − iX̄c θL : P2 → R is a constant of the motion along any optimal
trajectory.

Locally, ifX = Xi(x, u)(∂/∂xi)+Xa(x, u)(∂/∂ua), then X̄ = X+ gij (x, u)λi(∂/∂λj )

for some (gij ) : N → gl(n,R), and the constant of the motion reads locally as

Fv − iX̄c θL = Fv − ∂L

∂ẋi
Xi − ∂L

∂u̇a
Xa = Fv −

n∑
i=1

λiX
i.

This result is a corollary of Proposition 7 when applied to general optimal control problems.
This theorem generalizes the results obtained in [10].

7.2. Optimal control problems for kinematic locomotion systems

In the following, we shall focus our attention on a more concrete type of optimal control
problems associated to kinematic locomotion systems.

Robotic locomotion can be described via a trivial principal bundle (Q,B, π,G) equipped
with a connectionA. Examples of locomotion systems described in this framework include
legged robots, snake-like robots and wheeled mobile robots [16]. Even the motion of parame-
cia in fluids at very low Reynolds number can be understood by calculating the geometric
phase with respect to a certain connection, determined by the underlying fluid dynamics
[34]. We remark here that there is also another important type of problems which do not fall
into this category, the so-called dynamic locomotion systems. A well-known example of
this kind of problems is the snakeboard [5,29]. A treatment of the optimal control problem
of such systems using Lagrangian reduction has been developed in [17] and has also been
considered within a vakonomic perspective in [9].

Basically, B = Q/G represents the shape space of the robot, G the manifold consisting
of all possible positions and orientations of the robot in its environment andQ the system’s
space of configurations. The rigid motions of the system are given by a free and proper left
action of G on Q, Φ : G × Q → Q (left multiplication on Q). The relevant kinematics
of the locomotion system is modelled in terms of a connection A : TQ → g∗. Indeed, the
horizontal subspace ofAwill be the set of velocities for which the constraints on the system
(usually of non-slipping-type) are satisfied.

Now, a closed path in the shape space B induces a net motion in the group variables,
which is nothing but the holonomy of the connection A associated to the concrete path.

Denote by (ra) the local coordinates in the quotient B and by (ra, gα) the fibred coordi-
nates on Q such that the surjective submersion π reads as π(ra, gα) = (ra). Then, if g̃ is
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a Riemannian metric on B, define the cost function C of the problem

C(r, ṙ) = 1
2 g̃abṙ

a ṙb,

where g̃ab are the components of the metric on B in the local chart (ra). Now, consider the
following control problem.

Strong optimal control problem for robotic locomotion. Given two points q0, q1 inQ, find
the optimal controls u(·) which steer the system from q0 to q1 and minimize

∫ 1
0 C(r, u) dt

subject to the constraints ṙ = u, g−1ġ = −Aloc(r)u.
Observe that the statement of the optimal control problem is equivalent to the vakonomic

problem on Q corresponding to the Lagrangian function L : TQ → R defined as L(vq) =
1
2 g̃(π∗vq, π∗vq), or, in fibre coordinates

L(r, g, ṙ, ġ) = 1
2 g̃ab(r)ṙ

a ṙb,

and the constraint submanifold M = H ⊆ TQ, the horizontal subspace of the connection
A. That is, M = {vq |A(vq) = 0} = {(r, g, ṙ, ġ)|ġ + gAloc(r)ṙ = 0}. In what follows, we
fix a basis {e1, . . . , em} of the Lie algebra g. Then we haveA(vq) = Aα(vq)eα , whereAα

are functions on TQ defining M globally. Alternatively, we can write

Aloc(r)ṙ = Aαa (r)ṙaeα, TLgeα = Mβ
α (g)

∂

∂gβ
,

and consider the constraint functions φα = ġα + Aβa (r)ṙaMα
β (g), 1 ≤ α ≤ m. These

functions define M locally (because of the choice of coordinates). However, we will use
them in our description, for reasons that will be more clear later.

Now, we apply the theory explained in former sections to the extended Lagrangian L =
L + λαφ

α defined on TP = T (Q × Rm), and see what happens. By the equivalence
theorem, we can perform the constraint algorithm either in the Lagrangian context or in the
Hamiltonian one, provided that our Lagrangian L is almost regular.

In our case, the local expression of the Legendre transformation is

(ra, gα, λα, ṙ
a, ġα, λ̇α)

FL�→(ra, gα, λα, g̃abṙ
b + λαM

α
β (g)A

β
a (r), λα, 0).

Observe that

z = (ra, gα, λα, pa, pα, p
α) ∈ FL(TP) ⇔ pα = 0, pα = λα ∀α.

The right implication is clear, while the left one is equivalent to say that

FL−1(z) = {(ra, gα, λα, g̃ab(pb − λαM
α
βA

β
b ), ġ

α, λ̇α)|ġα, λ̇α ∈ Rm},
which can be identified withR2m. Then, by the rank theorem,M1 = FL(TP) is the manifold
with atlas given by the local charts {(ra, gα, λα, pa)}, embedded into T ∗P as

j : M1 ↪→ T ∗P
(ra, gα, λα, pa) �→ (ra, gα, λα, pa, λα, 0)

Besides, FL−1(z) ≡ R2m are connected submanifolds of P1 ∀z ∈ M1. Hence, L is almost
regular and so we can perform the constraint algorithm on M1.
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Notice that the dimension ofM1 is just 2n and that we can regard the Lagrange multipliers
λα as the generalized momenta corresponding to gα . Now, consider the pullback of the
canonical 1-form ωP of T ∗P to M1. We obtain

ω1 = j∗ωP = dra ∧ dpa + dgα ∧ dλα,

which is clearly symplectic. (M1, ω1, h1) is then a symplectic system, where h1 : M1 → R

is the push forward by FL of the energy EL. The local explicit expression for h1 is

h1 = 1
2 g̃

cd(r)(pc −Aαc (r)Mβ
α (g)λβ)(pd −Aαd (r)Mβ

α (g)λβ).

Therefore, the Gotay–Nester algorithm for this system will stop at the first step and we have
a well-defined solution of the vakonomic problem, and of the optimal control problem, on
M1.

Remark 12. In [25], the author proves a nice theorem which essentially asserts that a curve
q(t) in Q is a solution of the optimal control problem if and only if there is a curve z(t)
in T ∗Q satisfying τQ(z(t)) = q(t), which is a solution curve of a Hamilton differential
equation with Hamiltonian H0. To define H0, we first take h : π∗(T (Q/G)) → TQ the
horizontal lift operator associated to the connection A and consider the dual operator

h∗ : T ∗Q → π∗(T (Q/G))∗

pq �→ h∗
q(pq) ∈ T ∗

π(q)(Q/G)

Next, using the vector bundle isomorphisms induced by g̃, J : T (Q/G) → T ∗(Q/G) and
K : T ∗(Q/G) → T (Q/G), where J(X)(Y ) = g̃(X, Y ) and K = J−1, define H0 as

H0(q, p) = 1
2 g̃(Kh

∗
qp, Kh

∗
qp).

The relation between this result and what we have obtained here is the following. We can
embed the manifold M1 into T ∗Q simply as

i : M1 → T ∗Q
(ra, gα, λα, pa) �→ (ra, gα, pa, λα)

regarding the λα as the generalized momenta corresponding to gα . Now, some easy com-
putations prove that the next diagram

is commutative. The point we want to stress here is that the formulation of our problem in
vakonomic terms and the use, via the extended Lagrangian, of tools of singular Lagrangian
theory has led us to the same results of [18,25] in a straightforward way.
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The action of the Lie groupG on TQ leaving invariant the LagrangianL and the constraint
submanifold M can be lifted to an action on TP leaving invariant the extended Lagrangian
L. Take g ∈ G and consider the diffeomorphism Φg : Q → Q. Since L = L(r, ṙ), we
have that L ◦ TΦg = L. After some computations it can be verified that

φα ◦ TΦh = Λα
γ (g, h)φ

γ ,

where TgLh(∂/∂gγ )g = Λ
β
γ (g, h)(∂/∂g

β)hg. In addition, as Lh = Lhg ◦ Lg−1 , we get

Λα
γ (g, h) = Mα

β (hg)M̄β
γ (g), where M̄(g) denotes the inverse matrix of M(g).

Consequently, we have an action of the Lie group on the manifold M1 given by

G×M1 → M1

(h, (r, g, λ, p)) �→ (r, hg, Λ̄(g, h−1)λ, p)

It is easy to see that this action is free and proper, and leaves invariant the symplectic form
ω1 and the Hamiltonian h1.

Now, we perform a Poisson reduction on (M1, ω1, h1). We choose local coordinates
(ra, µα, pa) on M1/G, just taking the representative (ra, e, µα, pa) of each equivalence
class. Then, the equations of motion on M1/G are

ṙa = g̃ad(pd −Aαd (r)µα),

ṗa = g̃cd ∂A
α
c

∂ra
µα(pd −Aαd (r)µα)− 1

2

∂g̃cd

∂ra
(pc −Aαc (r)µα)(pd −Aαd (r)µα),

µ̇α = ṙ cAβc c
γ
αβµγ , (10)

where cγαβ are the structural constants of the Lie algebrag. Through the change of coordinates
p̃a = pa −Aαa (r)µα , the equations of motion (10) take the simpler form

ṙa = g̃adp̃d , ˙̃pa = µαB
α
caṙ

c − 1

2

∂g̃cd

∂ra
p̃cp̃d , µ̇α = ṙ cAβc c

γ
αβµγ , (11)

whereBαca = (∂Aαc /∂r
a)−(∂Aαa /∂rc)−cαβγAβaAγc are the local coefficients of the curvature

of the connection A. Eqs. (11) are precisely Wong’s equations [17,24,25]. Here it is the
reason why in the beginning of this section we chose the constraint functions φα and not the
Aα . Although both formulations are clearly equivalent, the derivation of Wong’s equations
is more straightforward with the choice done.

If we perform a symplectic reduction on the symplectic manifold (M1, ω1), we indeed
obtain reduced symplectic manifolds. A standard result in the theory of Hamiltonian systems
with symmetry (see Theorem 6.48 in [28]) states that the reduced symplectic manifolds ob-
tained by using the momentum map can be seen as submanifolds ofM1/G; more precisely,
they constitute the canonical symplectic foliation of the Poisson structure.
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Appendix A

We briefly review in this section the basic notions of vertical and complete lifts of vector
fields and functions. We refer to [21,35] for a comprehensive treatment of the subject.

Let (ya) be local coordinates of a manifold N and let (ya, ẏa) (respectively (ya, pa)) be
the induced fibred coordinates in TN (respectively T ∗N ). Consider a vector field Y ∈ X(N)
with local expression Y = Ya(∂/∂ya) and let F : N → R be a function on N .

A 1-form β in N can be regarded as a function in TN. We denote it as ιβ. If β is locally
written as β = βa dya , then ιβ reads as ιβ = βay

a . Similarly, ιY is the function given as

ιY : T ∗N → R

(ya, pa) �→ ιY (ya, pa) = paY
a

The complete lift of F to TN is another function Fc : TN → R, defined as Fc = ι(dF).
Locally, Fc = (∂F/∂ya)ẏa .

The complete lift of Y to TN is the unique vector field Y c ∈ X(TN) such that ∀F ∈
C∞(N), Y c(F c) = (YF)c. The local expression for Y is

Y c = Ya
∂

∂ya
+ ẏb

∂Y a

∂yb

∂

∂ẏa
.

The complete lift of Y to T ∗N , Y ∗c ∈ X(T ∗N), is the Hamiltonian vector field associated
to the function ιY , i.e.

iY ∗cω = d(ιY ),

where ω is the canonical 2-form on T ∗N , defined as ω = −dθ from the Liouville 1-form
θ = pa dya . Locally, we obtain

Y ∗c = Ya
∂

∂ya
− pb

∂Y a

∂yb

∂

∂pa
.

The vertical lift of F to TN is its pullback to TN by the canonical projection τN : TN → N .
We denote it as Fv = τ ∗

NF . On the other hand, the vertical lift of F to T ∗N is the pullback
F ∗v = π∗

NF by πN : T ∗N → N .
Finally, we recall some different types of symmetries associated to a presymplectic system

(N, ω, α).
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In first place, consider the presymplectic equation

iZω = α, (12)

and the sequence of submanifolds that results of applying the Gotay–Nester algorithm

· · · ↪→ Nk ↪→ · · · ↪→ N2 ↪→ N1.

We use the following notation

Xω(N) = {Z ∈ X(N)|Z is a solution of(12)},
Xω(Nk) = {Z ∈ X(Nk)|Z is a solution of(iZω = α)|Nk }.

A dynamical symmetry of Xω(N) (respectively of Xω(Nk)) is a vector field Y ∈ X(N)
(respectively Y ∈ X(Nk)) such that

[Y,Z] ∈ Ker ω (respectively [Y,Z] ∈ Ker ω ∩ TNk)

for all Z ∈ Xω(N) (respectively Z ∈ Xω(Nk)). In this way, we assure that the flow of Y
preserves solutions, i.e. the integral curves ofZ are transformed into solutions of the system
(see [19]).

A Cartan symmetry of (N, ω, α) will be a Y ∈ X(N) such that

1. iY ω = dF for some F : N → R.
2. iY α = 0.
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